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There Goes the Sun:  The North American Total Solar Eclipse 2017 
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A total solar eclipse is like nothing else you will ever witness in your life;
and arguably the most spectacular of natural phenomena.



We have records of people witnessing eclipses for over 5,300 years.

sciencesource.com 3F8576

“I will make the Sun go down at noon, and darken the Earth in broad daylight.”
762 BCE Assyrian Eclipse       The Book of Amos 8:9



Stars visible during totality.

The Eclipse of November 30, 3,340 BCE
May be the earliest known recorded solar eclipse.

Loughcrew Cairn Megalithic Monument Ireland

Sun
Moon



Battle of the Eclipse:  May 28, 585 BCE
Arguably the oldest precisely dated historical event, the Eclipse of Thales ended the 

Battle of Halys: the Medes and Lydians interpreted it as a bad omen and declared a truce.



The Norse explained eclipses as sky wolves, or wargs, Sköll and Hati      
who chase down and eat both the Sun (Sol) and Moon (Mani).

Guerber, 1909



On “average” a total eclipse of the Sun occurs in a location once every 400 years.  
During the 5th, 6th, and  7th centuries CE twenty-eight major solar eclipses 

all crossed South America.
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The Navajo people regard the cosmic order of the Universe to be about balance.   
A solar eclipse is just part of Nature's law. You pause and acknowledge that eclipse 

time is special, and you reflect on the cosmic order.

Navajo traditions state a person who looks at the Sun during an eclipse goes out 
of balance with the Universe.  Doing so affects your eyes and leads to

problems later in your life.  



A Cosmic Coincidence

Moon 1/2°
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170-odd moons in the Solar System, only Earth sees such a perfect eclipse..



Ted

The Sun’s diameter is approximately 400 times larger than the Moon’s diameter; 
and the distance between the Earth and Moon is roughly 400 times the distance
to the Sun.  At this time in Earth’s history, both disks appear to be the same size.

Total eclipses of the Sun have been visible for only the last 
5% of Earth History..

Fred Espenak 2008



Europa JUPITER

Io

Calisto

Triple Eclipse on Jupiter

Do other planets have eclipses?



Sun light strikes the Moon from different angles.
A total solar eclipse can only happen with a New Moon.
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Four Types of Solar Eclipse

Hybrid (5%)

Partial (35%)

Total (27%)

Annular
(33%)

The geometry of the Sun, Moon, and Earth very nearly repeats itself about every 18 years 11 days 
and 8 hours (6585.32 days) this is called the Saros Cycle.  Because of the extra 8 hours of each

Saros period, the eclipse path shifts ≈ 120° westward and shifts northward (about 5°) due to the 
progressive motion of the Moon with respect to its descending node at each eclipse.



Earth and Moon: Solar Eclipse Path 
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To the Sun

To the SunDuring a total solar eclipse, the Moon passes directly 
between the Sun and Earth, casting its shadow on to Earth. 



Moon’s
Shadow

NASA DSCOVR Satellite and EPCI camera – 3.9.2016

Those under the Moon’s shadow will experience 
a few minutes of varying degrees of darkness.



Path of the Moon’s umbra across Earth.



324 million Americans (99%) live within 900 miles of the 
2017 Total Solar Eclipse Path of Totality. 

2:49 p.m.

10:16 a.m.

Crosses Oregon in 10 minutes and 52 seconds
(1700 mph) and the entire continent in roughly 90 minutes.



The Moon’s shadow (umbra) will come ashore in Oregon 
and move southeastward toward South Carolina. 

Anyone 35 miles north or south of the centerline will experience the 
Path of Totality.   Sorry, Eugene.  Sorry, Portland.  Sorry, Bend.
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August 21, 2017:  Corvallis, Oregon
Total Solar Eclipse Interactive Map           eclipse2017.nasa.gov



Average August Afternoon Cloud Amount
2002-2016

Why are so many people coming to Oregon for the solar eclipse?

NASA

Upwards of 1,000,000 visitors to Oregon for the total solar eclipse.



Experiencing the eclipse 
SAFELY is the key.

Experiencing the eclipse is what’s important.  



To watch the eclipse safely, eclipse glasses are best.

dailymail.uk



WARNING: The Sun can be viewed safely with the naked eye only during the few brief seconds or minutes of a total solar eclipse. Partial eclipses, annular eclipses, and the 
partial phases of total eclipses are never safe to watch without taking special precautions. Even when 99% of the Sun’s surface is obscured during the partial phases of a total 
eclipse, the remaining photospheric crescent is intensely bright and cannot be viewed safely without eye protection. Do not attempt to observe the partial or annular phases 

of any eclipse with the naked eye. Failure to use appropriate filtration may result in permanent eye damage or blindness!

There are numerous eye safety choices.



Other safe viewing methods.



Unsafe methods of viewing the solar eclipse.

Don’t Do It!



Protect your eyes!  Eye safety is the most important aspect 
of viewing the solar eclipse.

Safe
to remove 

your glasses
Not safe!  Your solar viewing

glasses must remain on!
Not safe!  Your solar viewing

glasses must remain on!

10:16 a.m.Beginning at 9:05 a.m. Ending at 11:37 a.m.

Corvallis, Oregon

1 min 33 sec



Bailey’s Beads/Diamond Ring: just before and after totality.  

Keep your safety glasses on!



Eerie Twilight as totality approaches.

Animals change behavior
Birds and squirrels nest
Bats fly about
Crickets chirp
Drop in air temperature
Winds pick up

Be mindful of our human behaviors as well.  Mind your manners.
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Totality:  The corona appears.  Safe to take off your eye protection.



Eddie Irizarry 2017
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What else will we see in the sky during the total solar eclipse? 



NEVER LOOK AT THE SUN DIRECTLY WITH YOUR NAKED EYE!
***Only during totality is it safe to remove your eye protection.***

Waste of time.

Unless you have good camera equipment, proper solar filters, and have 
pre-staged your gear, don’t waste time trying to photograph the eclipse.



NASA:  Getting a Feel for Eclipses

David Hurd



Solar Eclipse Ballooning Project

http://eclipse.montana.edu/http://eclipse.montana.edu/

OSU, LBCC, PSU, OIT,
Medford, Culver, 

Silverton, and 
Tigard High Schools



NASA



Solar filter workshops at OSU

OSU 150 Space Grant Festival:
A Total Eclipse Experience

August 19 – 21, 2017

Eclipse Megamovie Project

*Heart of the Valley Astronomers*
*Oregon State University Astronomy Club*

*Corvallis Arts Center*



Thank you! See everyone August 21st!

US Postal Service Forever Stamps went on sale June 20, 2017.
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